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I hope we can all agree, to start with, that research without the
communication of results is a pretty pointless exercise. It follows
that researchers depend very heavily on a flow of information
from scholar to scholar. The infonnation flow allows researchers
to build on each other's results, and enables knowledge to advance
in the public domain for the common good.
In this paper I shall look at the information flow in journal
articles. Obviously, journal articles are only a part of scholarly
communication. Scholars do actually talk to each other, over a
coffee, over the phone; and at conferences. They sometimes write
letters to each other and send each other drafts of their papers;
though increasingly these processes are done by email. Scholars
publish in different ways too, not just in journals.
My focus on journal articles is not simply because this paper
was written for a serials conference. It is because once the informal
communication - the talk and the e-mail- is over, the journal article
generally carries the most upto-date results.
We can conveniently begin our look at journal articles with the
well-known circle diagram.
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This shows the academic author putting his or her findings into a
paper, which is printed in a journal, which is bought by a library,
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which is used by the author, thus completing the
circle. We can refine the diagram if we slightly
modify the circle, recognising that research does
not usually go back to where is started.
Figure 2

the arrival of e-mail and the Internet. The success
of electronic communication leads people to ask
whether it can be used as a substitute for the
journal. It may be cheaper, and it can almost
certainly be quicker. Furthermore, an electronic,
net-mounted, paper has the possibility of
interaction. On-line, the reader can comment on
the paper, the author can reply, and the paper can
be enhanced by discussion. The possibilities are
quite exciting. The second development is the
crisis in the funding of journal subsaiptions in
libraries. As a development, this is hardly recent:
people have been predicting the imminent
collapse of the journal for a good ten years.
In fact we have become used to another very
familiar circle or spiral
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The wave form here, nearly a spiral, implies
rather more movement and advance. Another
refinement is the inclusion of the referee who is so
important to scholarly communication.

-

journal prices outstrip inaeases in library
budgets

-

library acquisitions become weighted
towards journals, as journals absorb more of
the budget

-

in order to protect the acquisition of books,
libraries cancel some journals
joumal publishers raise prices, because fewer
subscriptions mean higher unit costs.

Figure 3
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The refereeing mechanism is perhaps the most
essential function added to the process by the
journal publisher. Referees are also authors in
their own right, so they tend to multiply the
circles, helping to advance knowledge. It is
difficult to overemphasise the importance of the
referee. Publication in itself, though often very
useful, is much more valuable if it is peerreviewed, or refereed. If a journal is a good
journal, it is good because it has good referees,
who will permit only good research findings to be
published. The papers in the journal will thus be
reliable, because a system of quality control has
been applied.
The journal, as we are often told, has served
scholars well for three hundred or more years.
But two recent developments have prompted
people to suggest that its days, at least in its
traditional form, may be numbered. The first is

The cycle is curious for two reasons. First, the
classical economic response to a shrinking market
is to reduce prices; and second, because libraries
and universities, although they are desperately
unhappy about it, have been managing to stagger
along under the increasing price burden, albeit
with fewer journal subsaiptions. Despite the
gloomy predictions, the system has survived.
But libraries are certainly finding the price
burden harder to bear. And when things get
Figure 4
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expensive people look at the costs. If we add the
costs to our initial diagram we see that the money
sustaining the cycle comes almost entirely from
the universities [figure 41. (The diagram is an
over-simplification but broadly true.)
Universities are buying from the publishers the
research results that they are already paying their
authors to produce. Of course it is true that
publishers add significant value to research
papers when they publish them. But some people
are growing restive as more and more journals
are cancelled in university libraries. There is a
feeling that somehow the current system is not
fair.
Last month two researchers wrote a letter of
complaint to the Times Higher Education
Supplement:
"We willingly joined the bandwagon of 'peer
review' for publishers who gain financially
from the expansion of their repertoires of
journals to satisfy the burgeoning quest for
knowledge; the more cynical might suggest
that it's simply a positive feedback loop
benefiting publishers' profits and authors'
egos.
We tirelessly and without charge review and
edit manuscripts for the publishers as part of
our 'academic d u v . We generally receive
no payment for authorship Uoan Collins
please note). We even sign over copyright to
the publishers. Surely it is time for us to
stand up and be counted, or are we too
preoccupied and scared of damaging our
impact factors for the next research
assessment?"
Their letter mentions two significant
grievances. First of all the authors wish they were
paid. Now it is actually not difficult to readjust
the circle to provide payment for authors
[figure51.
The publisher could, quite conceivably, pay the
author for the paper. The circle then looks more
equitable because the money circle matches the
communication flow. But publishers will argue
that they cannot afford to pay the authors without
raising the price of their journals even higher.
Moreover, the letter-writers' first complaint is
perhaps fundamentally unjustified in that they
are already being paid a salary, partly in order
that they write research papers. It is less easy to
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dismiss the letter-writers' second grievance: W e
even sign over copyright to the publishers'. A
diagram showing the transfer of money alongside
the transfer of copyright does indeed look very
disadvantageous from the universities' point of
view.
Figure 6

Price of puma^
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Copyright of paper

Readers of Serials probably do not need to be told
that in this country copyright magically appears
whenever anyone writes anything of their own,
be it a research paper, a love letter, or a shopping
list. Crucially only the owner of the copyright has
the right to copy the material or 'issue copies of
the work to the public'.
It is easy to see why authors give their
copyrights to publishers. In the first place they
personally want to be published. It is no use
doing brilliant research and concealing your
results. What matters is to show the world the
brilliance of your findings. Scholars thrive on the
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esteem of their peers, their rivals, and (if it is
interested enough) the public. Promotion and
security of tenure increasingly depend on having
a good publishing record in well-respected
journals. Moreover, universities want their staff
to publish their work, for exactly the same
reasons, except that they are interested in
institutional rather than personal prestige.
The question arises as to whether the copyright
in a journal article has a commercial value. On
the face of it, it does not. Chris Rusbridge
recently remarked, 'There is no market down the
pub for scholarly journal arti~les".~
In this respect
academic copyrights are on a level with
copyrights in shopping lists and in most (but by
no means all) love letters. It is arguable, though,
that whilst academic copyright-holders could not
perhaps make a lot of money from their
copyrights, they are now paying too high a price
for having given their copyrights away. By
relinquishing copyrights so readily, the original
owners have lost control, and the universities are
forced to buy back research material in whatever
form, printed or electronic, it may take when
published. On the academic side no one has lost
the chance to make a fortune. But there is
'opportunity cost' in giving away copyright, in
that it lays open the way to the journal-publishing
price-spiral, exacerbated perhaps because journal
publishers can enjoy an effective monopoly in the
subject of their journal.
So far I have referred to giving away copyright
without specifying who is giving it away. Our
letter-writers said: 'We even sign over copyright
to the publishers", implying that the authors are
doing the giving. Though this is common
practice in the academic world, it may not always
strictly be lawful because the copyright may
belong not to the author but to his or her
university.
The Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988
provides, in section 11(2):
'Where a literary work is made by an
employee in the course of his employment,
his employer is the first owner of any
copyright in the work subject to any
agreement to the contrary.'
It is true that some staff contracts formally vest
the copyright in the individual member of staff,
notwithstanding the provisions of the Act. But in
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a lot of cases it can be argued that nowadays an
academic member of staff is expected to publish,
and that their papers are therefore written in the
course of their employment, and that in the
absence of a contractual provision to the contrary
the copyright in their papers belongs to their
employer, the university.
Now we can all imagine the argument that a
certain paper was written on a Sunday afternoon,
or while on holiday in Dr Piercemiilleis villa in
Tuscany, and was therefore not written in the
course of employment. But suppose these
arguments were set aside, and that all contracts,
by happy and mutual consent, changed to make
clear that the university owns the copyright in the
unpublished papers of its staff. The situation is
then quite significantly changed.
The Association of American Universities, and
indeed I believe the CVCP in this country, have
certainly allowed their collective imaginations to
wander a little over this possibility. But I hasten
to add that they have no illusions about the
sensitivities of the issue. As far as I can see there
is a clear recognition that no money is there to be
made out of the writings of academic staff, nor is
there any intention, desire or need to tell
academic staff where they should be published.
The only interest universities would have in
asserting their rights in their own copyrights is
this that with the copyrights unequivocally in
institutional hands, a different bargain could be
struck with publishers.
At present the individual academic deals with
the publisher. Desperate for publication, authors
can be forgiven for accepting whatever terms are
offered to them. But if copyrights were at least
partly managed by universities, certain
concessions could be insisted upon. Perhaps the
printed journal would continue as before, except
that electronic distribution rights would be
withheld from the print publisher. In this way,
whilst the printed journal might remain as the
permanent record of what had been published,
universities might have more freedom to use,
through their campus networks, the material
produced by their staff. Publishers might argue,
on the other hand, that without all the electronic
rights they could not continue to produce the
printed journals, because readers would want
only electronic consultation, and journal
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subscriptions would collapse. There are many
'ifs' and 'maybes' here but the argument is worth
considering.
Even more fascinating is the possibility that
scholars might be so liberated by the Internet that
they declare independence from publishers
altogether. Admittedly this prospect is credible
only where highquality printing is not required.
Even so, a broad spectrum of publishing could
take the following pattern.
First the refereeing panels of printed journals
resign en masse from their publishers and
immediately set themselves up as independent
teams with similar names. Then academic
authors submit their papers to those teams,
ignoring the traditional publishers. The referees
reject, amend, or accept papers just as they did
before. Successful papers are mounted in a
server, with the date of mounting carefully
recorded. Free academic use of the material is
then allowed, provided that the integrity of the
text is respected and authorship acknowledged.
Whether the copyright is owned by the author or
the university, nothing is lost by such wide
dissemination: indeed much is to be gained.
This model is espoused by Professor Stevan
Harnad of the University of Southampton. It has
the advantage, he asserts, of keeping the process
under academic control and at the same time
allowing more generous use of the material. A
major difference from the current model is that
the copright owner would pay for the cost of
publication, including the cost of refereeing and
indexing. These costs are supposedly relatively
low, and because the bodies sponsoring research
always want the results to be published they may
make the necessary sums available.
Two possible ways have been suggested here
to improve the flow of scholarly communication.
The first, which we should perhaps call 'stronger
institutional ownership of copyright', sees
traditional publication continuing but with
parallel distribution over individual university
campuses. An example of this kind of
arrangement can be found at the University of
Virginia: http:// www.lib.virginia.edu/etext/
ETC.html The second, called perhaps
'Declaration of independence by editorial boards',
envisages the demise of most printed journals as
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they are supplanted by eledronic equivalents,
freely available over networks and paid for by
authors' page charges. A prototype is at
Southampton: http://cogsci.soton.ac.uk/
-hamad/
The rumbles of revolution are to be heard only
very faintly. Neither innovation is likely to occur
quickly, mainly because the key to scholarly
communication is prestige. In this respect the
universality of universities works against them.
They strive to excel in many disciplines, but
excellence in each discipline is controlled (as the
research assessment exercise recognises) by the
discipline itself. Editorial boards are made up of
chemists, geographers, classicists, even
sometimes librarians, all drawn from many
universities and each very proud to serve on the
board. When it comes to publication, their
loyalty to their board is stronger than their loyalty
to their university. They will not easily declare
independence from the prestigious journal from
which they themselves gain great prestige. Even
when librarians serve on editorial boards they
rarely resign because of price increases meted out
on their own libraries. And if ever a cartel of US
universities takes on a major scientific journal, it
is not obvious that the cartel will win.
In the meantime journal prices continue to rise,
the funding bodies fund research in universities
according to their publications record, and
individual authors want to be published in the
most prestigious journal that will print their
results. The already prestigious authors are
established on editorial boards, and they bestow
prestige on those whom they publish. However
efficient, attractive, and cost-effective the
proposed systems may be, the defectors and
pioneers will have to be brave, and my guess is
that for quite some time there will not be many of
them.
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